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Much research has been undertaken to discover what parameters in a musical composition carry emotional meaning.
We now take for granted that harmonic content, instrumentation, tempo, timbre, pitch range, and dynamics (etc.) all
play some role in music's affective abilities. However, there has been little research into similar aspects of affect when it
comes to sound effects. Though many audio synthesis methods strive for greater realism, realism is not always the most
believable sound in multi-media situations. This paper seeks to explore a methodology for research into the affective
attributes of sound effects. An understanding of these affective elements can lead to more advanced sound synthesis
methods for audio-visual media.

INTRODUCTION
The on-going drive towards greater realism in sound
synthesis methods, while certainly invaluable, fails to
take into account the fact that in sound for audio-visual
media (such as film or games), the most realistic sound
is not always the most effective or the most appropriate.
Sounds can be metaphoric and meaningful on levels
other than just as an attempt to approximate reality,
contributing to the overall affective power of the audio,
as sound designer Walter Murch [1] argues; “This
metaphoric use of sound is one of the most flexible and
productive means of opening up a conceptual gap into
which the fertile imagination of the audience will
reflexively rush, eager (even if unconsciously so) to
complete circles that are only suggested, to answer
questions that are only half-posed”. In video games,
even realistic sampled sounds are often treated with
various digital signal processing (DSP) effects to make
them ‘more real than real’. Substitutions of unrealistic
sounds or exaggerated sounds can become realistic for
the audience, and have a greater impact than straight
realism. In other words, sound in audio-visual media is
as much an aesthetic choice as it is a reproduction of the
imagined space. Sound synthesis methods, therefore, to
be effective, need to create a balance between realism
on the one hand and affect on the other.
1 SOUND EFFECTS AND AFFECTS
Much research has been undertaken in a variety of fields
to discover the various parameters in a musical
composition that can help to convey affective meaning
to the listener. We now take for granted that harmonic
content, instrumentation, tempo, articulation, timbre,
pitch range, and dynamics all play some role in music's
affective abilities. However, there has been significantly

less research into the affective role of sound effects. An
understanding of sound’s affective properties can be
used to set parameters in the real-time synthesis of
sound effects. But which parameters of a sound effect
can be altered to change the meaning of the sound, and
is it possible to quantify these parameters? Moreover,
what parameters of a sound effect can be changed in
real-time without altering the meaning of the sound, to
offer a player constant variation? For example, footstep
sounds are ubiquitous and a now-expected stylistic trait
of First Person Shooter games. However, with
thousands of footstep sounds required for a game, those
games that rely on unaltered sampled sound can expect
to get short mileage out of those sounds. By adjusting
parameters of the sound in real-time, however, we could
theoretically show an increased weight in objects being
carried, a change in mood, player health, and so on.
However, we also need to know the extent to which a
sound can be changed, so that when a sound's elements
(such as DSP effects) are changed in real-time for the
sake of variability, the sound is not altered to the extent
that the player keys in on the change and spends time
searching for some imagined associated narrative
change.
Assuming that it is possible to in some way quantify the
parameters that influence the reception of sound, how
do we determine these factors or parameters? The study
of sound perception is challenged by countless variables
that affect study results (see below). The most
significant variable in the context of video games is, of
course, how the image will influence the reception of
the sound (and vice versa). What methods can be used
to determine meanings when sound is combined with
imagery or narrative content? This paper seeks to lay
some foundation for exploration by introducing some
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methodologies for research into the affect of effects,
exploring whether or not it is possible to quantify
affective elements of a sound effect, what methods we
can use to attempt to quantify these elements, and how
we might determine which factors or parameters play a
role in sound’s affective properties. A brief introduction
to the issue is presented first, followed by a series of
prototype tests and results showing the reception of
sound effects.

2 SOUND EFFECTS PERCEPTION
A variety of branches of research have been concerned
with the study of sound perception. These include for
instance ecological acoustics (largely concerned with
the perception of the metrical properties of sound that
enable us to determine size, distance, species
recognition, shape and material composition),
psychomechanics (including the perception, recognition
and identification of vibrating objects in a three
dimensional environment)[2], auditive kinetics (the
study of the relationship between objective kinetic
properties of sound and the perception of these
properties)[3], sound semiotics (the study of sounds as a
form
of
symbolic
communication),
and
psychoacoustics. In other words, it is possible to study
sound perception from a great variety of angles, and
each of these has potential to contribute valuable
information to the study of sound perception. Since we
are focused on the affective properties of sound, it is the
semiotic properties of sound research that are of
particular interest here.
2.1 Factors influencing the perception of sound
effects
Sound perception is difficult to quantify, since it is
influenced by many factors. Some recent studies have
been undertaken in music reception in particular that
seek to understand how various elements obscure
perceptual quality. Lewis and Schmidt [4], using the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, concluded that
personality type had an influence on musical reception.
It has been proposed that pre-existing emotion or mood
influences the following affective evaluation of an
auditory event [5]. Gregory and Varney show
significant differences between British and Indian
listeners in their perception of music [6], while Iversen
et al. show the influence that nationality has on the
perception of rhythmic grouping [7]. Grouping itself can
influence the perception of a sound, as has been studied
since at least Bolton [8], who determined that loud
sounds tend to mark the beginning of a group, and a
lengthened sound or interval between sounds tends to
mark the end of a group. Expertise can also affect
reception. Neuhoff et al. [9] argue that the musical
training of subjects influences conceptual relationships
to pitch, for example. Sound's affective ability, then, lies

in its cultural and personal associations as well as its
bio-acoustic and physical associations. In other words,
we can never arrive at a single definitive meaning or
affective value of any sound, but rather through
collecting large amounts of data we might arrive at a
series of assumptions that can be brought into synthesis
methods.
2.1.1 Sound and Image
There is perhaps little debate that sound effects in
combination with a visual image (such as in a film or a
game) can change the affective response to either the
sound or the image. In many of cases of audio for visual
media, sound reinforces what is occurring on-screen,
and the audience is subtly affected by the sounds while
they focus on the image and narrative. In television
advertising, sound plays a critical role when substituting
for other senses, such as taste or smell. Sound is closely
allied with image in audiovisual media: so close that
Moncrieff et al. [10] successfully wrote algorithms
using ADSR information from sound effects as a search
tool for suspense scenes in horror film.
The study of the influence of visual stimuli on the
perception of sounds has been a relatively recent
endeavour, with a majority of the work focused on the
perception of environmental sounds, with particular
attention paid to loudness or noise, such as for instance
wind turbines [11], cars [12], and general urban
soundscapes [13]. All of these studies concluded that
image had a notable influence on the perception of
loudness or other unpleasantness. Cox [14], in a large
internet experiment, found that images affected the
perception of ‘horrible’ sounds (dentist’s drill,
fingernails scraping, coughing, and so on).
The influence sound has on our perception of images is
also of note here. Abe et al. [15] found that participants
responded more positively to white noise when
accompanied by an image of a waterfall. More relevant
to video games, Mastoropoulou et al. [16] found that
sound had a considerable response on the perception of
motion smoothness in an animation (that is, frame rate).
This is not to suggest that sounds devoid of associated
image lack connotative ability. Bisping [17] found an
increase in the height of ADSR envelope was associated
with unpleasant feelings, while fast attacks were
associated with power. Nevertheless, most theorists
agree that even when devoid of context, sounds cannot
be separated from imagery because sounds have a
tendency to evoke imagery in our minds, set in what
composer Pierre Schaeffer referred to as the écran
sonore or ‘sound screen’. Elsewhere, I have shown that
listeners hearing decontextualized sound effects often
associate them with the physical actions that cause the
sounds (such as striking or plucking)[18]. Dubois has
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likewise shown that listeners respond to sounds by
trying to associate them with their emitters (source) or a
meaningful event [19].

3 METHODOLOGICAL
SOUND PERCEPTION

APPROACHES

TO

Working on the assumption that sound effects do in fact
have affective properties, how do we determine what
factors or parameters play a role in this communication
of affective meaning? There are a large variety of
methods that have been used previously to test
perceptual quality of both music and sound effects.
Physiological approaches (EECs, EEGs, skin
conductance response, respiration, heart rate,
psychometric ratings for instance) such as those
undertake by Paanksepp [20] provide us with basic
physiological affective data, but cannot tell us what the
sound is expressing in terms of other or cognitive
meanings. Cognitive research on human perception and
evaluation of sound have traditionally sought to
establish the underlying perceptual dimension that
people use when evaluating sounds [21]. These studies
have focussed on physical, acoustical perception,
psycho-acoustical perception and psychological studies.
Interobjective approaches to musical meaning involving
the comparison of a quantity of previously existing
audio visual material have been undertaken by Tagg
[22], who has shown that particular musical inflections
occur in similar narrative contexts in film and
television. Similar approaches to sound effects might
include comparisons of asset lists for video games.
Another possible approach would be to quantitatively or
qualitatively compare the advertising of these sounds in
sound effects collections [18], which are occasionally
described by the creators in terms of their affect.
Subjective approaches on the other hand are more
commonly used, and rely on quantitative and qualitative
data from groups of listeners.
3.1 Using Games for Subjective Sound Reception
Studies
Since the study of the semiotic nature of sound is so
subjective and depends to a large extent on a user’s
personal experiences, a distributed classification system
(also known as collaborative tagging) is a logical step in
a quantitative study of sound perception. Distributed
classification is a method of collecting a large number
of responses of multiple users, commonly used for
meta-data. This approach can be seen in popular imageor content-tagging websites such as Flickr, Del.icio.us,
and so on. Users tag media objects with text keywords
in a free-association fashion. Tags can then be
combined into non-hierarchical groups of associated
terminology (a folksonomy), which can be accessed and

searched by users. In order to engage the audience and
increase the amount of tags collected, tagging games
can be created. Von Ahn and Dabbish [23] created a
way of encouraging users to accurately and effectively
tag images through the ESP Game, in which players are
paired with an unknown online partner, shown an
image, and must guess the ways in which their partner
will describe the image, thus tagging it with metadata
that both users have agreed upon. Approaches that
encourage players to tag musical data have also been
developed [24][25].
Distributed classification is an affordable and efficient
form of collecting data on multimedia objects such as
audio content on the Internet. Moreover, the processes
involved create a built-in feedback system to correct
errors. Despite the many advantages of a distributed
classification system, however, there are also some
disadvantages. These include the ways in which users
tag data in a free-association system, which can lead to
ambiguities, imprecision, synonyms/homonyms, and so
on. User-generated tagging can also lead to
misinformation, or spamming (i.e. intentionally using
inappropriate terminology). There are also problems
with the lack of control over volume, and the fact that
judgements on sound are made in a particular context in
front of a computer [14]. Nevertheless, findings can be
confirmed with other methods at a later time.
3.2 Prototype games
Two interactive online game prototypes were
constructed for the purpose of this initial study into the
perceptual qualities of sound effects, “The Psychic
Psychiatrist” and “Roar-Shock”. These games were
built around the idea of collecting information on the
communicative and affective role that five DSP pre-set
effects had on sound effects. These effects were
distortion, phaser, delay, reverb and flange from Logic
Studio[26].
In the first prototype, The Psychic Psychiatrist, players
are informed that they are a “psychic psychiatrist” and
are to guess what their patient’s responses to the
questions “How does this make you feel?” and “What
images does this conjure in your mind?” will be in
regards to a sound object that they can both hear
(randomly extracted from the game’s database). They
each type in keywords for fifteen seconds, whereupon
the number of keywords matching existing words in a
database set up by the researchers is added to their score
before going to the next level (i.e. the next sound). If
they fail to make a match, they lose that game and must
begin again (with new randomly selected audio
content).
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Roar-Shock, the second prototype game, is in the guise
of a personality type test. Players hear the same sound
with the five DSP settings and see five images, and are
to indicate which sounds are most appropriate for each
image. For example, the same footstep sample is treated
with the five DSP effects. Players choose which
character is most likely to be making the footsteps. At
the end of the test, they are told how many other players
shared similar responses, and a suggested personality
profile is created for them based on their responses
(completely arbitrary and fun). Their IP is logged, and
each IP’s data is only stored once, although they may
repeat the game.
3.2.1 Preliminary results
Our preliminary testing was undertaken with one
hundred sound effects (twenty unique samples times
five DSP effects) and twenty students who were
participating in a sound course at the University of
Waterloo. Results from The Psychic Psychiatrist
showed a remarkable similarity in response to sound
effects. While many responses unsurprisingly related
sounds to their emitters (airplane samples were heard as
airplanes, for instance) in response to the question
“What images does this conjure in your mind?”, the
responses to “How does this make you feel” were also
fairly consistent. For example, distortion on the airplane
sound (a commercial aircraft sample) was “unsettling”
and “unnerving” or had similar semantically related
responses in 18 out of the 20 respondents. On the other
hand, phasing on the same sound was “trippy”,
“spacey”, or similar in all twenty responses.

audio affect. The two different prototype games have
provided us with a broad overview which must now be
refined. The next stage in the research is to create more
detailed games that will involve larger amounts of data,
as well as varying degrees of effects. In this way, we
might know how much and what type of reverb effect
may elicit a change in response. We can therefore
quantify at what point a sound is perceived to change
the meaning or affect of an image. We will continue to
collect data through the initial prototypes in the
meantime over a large-scale internet study.
We believe that in addition to this quantitative data, it is
also necessary to compare smaller amounts of
qualitative data. Since we are particularly focused on
the creation of affective audio for video games, we will
be implementing the results of the data into a video
game for further testing by hypothetical commutation.
For this purpose, we will be using audio middleware
company Audiokinetic’s demonstration first person
shooter game, Forbidden Terror on Station Z. In this
way, we can incorporate a series of sound effects that
have been treated with varying degrees of DSP effects
in real time, and test user responses through think-aloud
protocols and eye tracking software.
Using a variety of testing methods, therefore, we believe
it is possible to quantify the affective qualities of sound
effects, and to implement this data in the real-time
sound synthesis in video games.
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